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About This Game

At a reception organised in honour of his daughter, Melvyn Bromsby, a rich tycoon, is about to make an important
announcement concerning his future business affairs when, all of a sudden, a shot rings out. Sir Bromsby collapses, having

suffered a mortal wound to the heart...
A baffling murder, dozens of witnesses and numerous places to visit around Victorian London. You play Sherlock Holmes, and

use all your skills to shed light on this mysterious case.

Assume the role of Sherlock Holmes and Doctor Watson and meet all the heroes of the novels: Inspector Lestrade,
Wiggins, Mycroft and many others!

Investigate 5 murders! Over 40 witnesses to question, 200 clues to uncover and over 25 hours of gameplay to solve the
mystery.

Explore Victorian London, which is magnificently and faithfully reproduced in 3D.

Between each level Sherlock Holmes sets you a quiz which will validate your progress in the case.

The adventure is full of vivid cut scenes to heighten the dramatic aspect of the story.
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With the upcoming patch, the game will be a step closer to its full potential.
For me personally i love the construct the base, there for hope more items will be made available in the future.

Am i complaining? Not at all i am truly enjoying this amazing game, the style does grab me into a galaxy of space exploration
and tourism.. I have just scratched the surface and I think that I'll never finish to discover all the hiddens thing on it. Great
game. Fantastic art. Exciting diffculty. Please add some nice achievements to it. Hidden of course :). Wow.Definitely one of
Valve's best game's.
Now they just take money from people.. Ah! I hate cliffhangers! Fair enough if you want to make a series but at least make
each game a full story with an over-arching plot that develops over the course of the games (Mystery Case Files and the
Otherworld series come to mind) I really liked this game, but that's because I enjoy any game that gets me to do alchemy.
Storyline was cool, graphics were lovely and the abilities were a nice touch too. I also like it when I clear a room that there's a
sign at the top that says 'Area clear' - makes it easier to figure out what I missed if I get stuck. Overall go for it if it's on sale, but
only if cliffhangers don't make you go into a Hulk-style rage.. Great little game!.
\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2588\u2588\u2588\u2588\u2588\u2588\u2588 ]\u2584\u2584\u2584\u2584\u2584\u2584\u2584\u2584
\u2582\u2584\u2585\u2588\u2588\u2588\u2588\u2588\u2588\u2588\u2588\u2585\u2584\u2583\u2582
I\u2588\u2588\u2588\u2588\u2588\u2588\u2588\u2588\u2588\u2588\u2588\u2588\u2588\u2588\u2588\u2588\u2588\u2588\
u2588].
\u25e5\u2299\u25b2\u2299\u25b2\u2299\u25b2\u2299\u25b2\u2299\u25b2\u2299\u25b2\u2299\u25e4... imperial guard, we
are the emperor's fist........ The changes to the music is absolutely minimal, ill-suited for the time period, and has dubstep.
Enough said.. hard but you keep playing - just 1 more...
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I'll add this review here but I've updated the main game page with a combined review.

The Eagle King adds several welcome features to the game, mainly a PoM style campaign from Hegemony: Gold to this
installment. You follow Epirus in his exploits throughout Italy, performing tasks that are in line with what happened historically
BUT it doesn't stop there. Should you decide you can conquer all off Italy and establish a new Greek Hegemony in the region.

Upsides are the historical tidbits, added units based off of the mainland Greeks and a totally reworked naval system.

In addition to the campaign there is an invader scenario which gives you control of up to 7 additional factions that come from
outside the Italy map.

You play as either the Senones, Boii, Dalmatae, Epirotes, Macedonians, Cretans, Mamertines and the Alelia. Each faction
covers a culture, ie Sabellic, Etruscan, Gallic and they come with their own specific start like Naval Invasions or Cross Alp
invasion.

In the invader sandbox you get your own tasks to ease settling into an assigned spot OR you can decide to screw it all and take
the first city and begin your reign of terror.

Did I mention the smaller overhauls? The AI is much more competant and combines effective tactics, itactually uses navies and
to great force and also intermixing mercenaries with its native forces to plug holes in their armies. Cities can be easily taken
from you and the AI is a tonne more fun to play against.

Downsides are the diplomacy is still not where it could be and other aspects of ancient life like religion and trade are non-
existant. There are still a couple of old bugs lurking around like units disappearing and disembarking units killing them
immediately. Some units are not represented in an authentic way but I can respect artistic license.

All in all a good first step on expanding Heg:3 and I recommend it to anyone who enjoyed the base game!
. One of those games that you think would be boring as♥♥♥♥♥♥ but turns out to blow your mind when you spend 8 straight
hours farming a ♥♥♥♥ing wheat field. Really, really satisfying, and a great game to play while doing homework/another game
that requires your attention (I play while playing Runescape). Controls for some of the logging machines are ♥♥♥♥ing cancer,
but I guess it's supposed to be "realistic". Definitely worth getting if you love satisfying games where you progress to one
upgrade to the next over extended periods of times, but be warned- if you are buying this to♥♥♥♥♥♥around with your friends
and do not intend to take it seriously, you will not enjoy this game for more than a few hours. If on sale- its a must buy.

Overall:

Pros:
-Addicting, satisfying gameplay that will last you for literal hours on end
-Beautiful map
-Relaxing

Cons:
-Addicting, satisfying gameplay that will last you for literal hours on end
-Not fun unless you actually want to take it seriously

Verdict:
8/10. Worth buying, and a must buy on sale.. ...i cant even even explain how good this game is, reverse boss battles, i dont think
ANYONE thought of this untill you guys. but uhh lighten up on the difficulty on the 2nd last one with all the f ing bounce
boosts, not many people have THAT good timing. other than that i love it...nonono i LOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOVE it!. COD4: Modern Warfare

Ok this will be a very short review with exact keywords that should be considered carefully

This is one of my fav. games in all time. It is not only because of its story but also the multiplayer gameplay. Almost everybody
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knows that COD 4 has been one of the best games of Activision so far.

Why am I not recommending then ?
Only 1 hecking reason: CRUSH!

- Whether you're playing single or multiplayer, if you try to change any particular graphic settings, you will be kicked by the
game.
- In multiplayer, if you do try to enter a custom map, which there needs to be a quick download obviously, you'll be kicked.

What I mean by kicking and CRUSH can be described like this, your screen is frozen and the only solution to get rid of it is
unfortunately rebooting your system.

You have to play the game with 640x480 resolution and 60hz. I know that this game's abit old now but this CRUSH is totally
meaningless. I have found many comments in many blog and forum sites complaining because of this issue instead of any
particular solution suggested by activision authority.

Dude, I have 144hz 1ms screen with Nvidia GTX 1060 6GB, I don't want to stick to bad graphic setting to play any game.
Otherwise, I wouldn't collect all these beautiful gaming pc parts, right?!!

To sum, If you do want to pull your nerves, just take your chance, if not, don't buy this game.

It's just a shame! This game is epic and I am deleting it right now, instead of playing multiplayer hourlessly.

Game itself without CRUSH issue: 9\/10
with CRUSH: 1\/10. If only having her wear this outfit would keep her in the Kitchen so she can be useful for once.. Fun game
if you are in for a fast, casual experience. Im not against mobile type games in Steam unlike some ppl (too much hate for
everything), also great art and similaar gameplay to other successfull titles.
For what Im reading ppl are complaining about the classice FTP features taht are in 99% other games, even if this one lets you
play all day if you want to :P. where i can find PAC-MAN\u2122 and the Ghostly Adventures 2
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